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Numerical Simulation of 2D Violent Sloshing Flows by Using CCUP Method
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In this paper, 2D violent sloshing flows are simulated by the CIP-combined and unified procedure (CCUP) method. The
present CCUP scheme is based on the finite difference method and constraint-interpolation-profile (CIP) method. Free-
surface flows are considered multiphase problems with air and water phases. The tangent of hyperbola for the interface
capturing (THINC) scheme is applied to trace a free-surface profile. The numerical computation has been carried out for 2
smooth rectangular tanks, and the results are compared with experiment and other existing computational results. In this
study, it is shown that the rational CIP(RCIP) provides better prediction of violent flows than the conventional CIP method,
and that the present numerical method has a good potential of practical application for impact prediction.

INTRODUCTION

The sloshing problem in marine engineering involves violent
resonant free-surface flows with strong nonlinear behavior. In such
violent flows, sloshing flows can cause local impulsive pressure
with the potential danger of structural failure. Thus, the prediction
of slosh-induced loads becomes an essential element in the design
of LNG carriers, LNG-related offshore structures, and ships with
liquid cargo.

A lot of studies on ship-cargo sloshing were carried out in the
1970s and early 1980s, and the demand for sloshing analysis has
been rising again recently due to the higher potential of damage
as ship size is increasing. The recent increase in ship size is dra-
matic, and as a consequence so is the rise in the size of the liquid
cargo. Further, the appearance of LNG-FPSO and FSRU makes
the demand for sloshing analysis higher.

Many numerical studies on sloshing flows have been and are
being reported. Some representative past works were introduced
by Faltinsen (1978, 2000), Bridges (1982), Mikelis (1984), Wu
(1998) and Kim (2001). Plus, myriad papers and applications used
and are using various numerical methods. Despite these numerous
studies, still there is doubt about the practicality and accuracy
of the numerical methods for actual engineering use, such as the
simulation of violent flows and the prediction of impact loads.

In this study, a CCUP (CIP-combined and unified procedure)
method is applied for the simulation of violent sloshing flows and
impulsive pressure prediction. The CCUP method is one of the
extensions of the CIP (constraint-interpolation-profile) method.
Takewaki developed the CIP method (1987) in order to reduce
numerical diffusion. Based on this study, Yabe (1991) intro-
duced the CCUP method as a unified-flow solver. Later, Xiao
et al. (1996) presented a rational function-based scheme to obtain
nonoscillatory behavior called Rational-CIP (RCIP), and Xiao
and Yabe (2001) developed a conservative CIP called the CIP-
conservative semi-Lagrangian scheme (CIP-CSL).
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The application for violent free-surface flows can be found in
the work of Hu and Kashiwagi (2004). They applied the CCUP
method for solitary waves, dam-breaking and heaving wedge.
Kishev et al. (2006) compared the CIP and CIP-CSL3 methods as
an interface capturing method for the violent 2D sloshing prob-
lem. Recently, Xiao et al. (2005) applied the tangent of hyperbola
for the interface capturing (THINC) scheme, showing better per-
formance than the other interface capturing methods.

In this study, the flow field is solved by using the CCUP
method, while the free-surface interface is obtained by apply-
ing the THINC method. In applying the CCUP method, both
the conventional CIP and RCIP are imposed and the differ-
ences are observed. The numerical models are the 2D rectangular
tank tested by Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering Co.
(DSME) (1991) and van Daalen et al. (1999). The present com-
putational results are compared with experimental data and those
of the finite difference method introduced by Kim (2001, 2004).

It should be mentioned that the present computation aims for
the simulation of fluid flows, and it does not include other com-
plex physical phenomena, such as compressibility, air pocket,
vaporization and condensation. There is no question that those
are very important in the prediction of accurate sloshing-induced
pressure, but it is very hard to include all of the nonlinear physical
phenomena by using current technology. This study then focuses
on the numerical simulation of liquid flows.

NUMERICAL METHODS: CCUP METHOD

Field Equation Solver

The first appearance of the CIP method as a high-order upwind
scheme was about 20 years ago. A numerical method adopting
a pressure-based algorithm and a fractional step method, the so-
called CCUP method, was developed by Yabe et al. (1991), and a
simplified version for incompressible fluid was presented by Hu
and Kashiwagi (2004).

The key idea of the CIP method is to approximate both a phys-
ical parameter, say f , and its spatial derivatives (h = �f � as cubic




